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The silent inner voice describ-ed by Huey, (1908/1968) in his classic study of

reading is a pervasive part of an otherwise visual performance. De;pite informal
observations and considerable research demonstrating speechlike processes in
reading, much doubt has remained about the role Processes play. Indeed,
whether they play any functftal role at all, as opposed to an epiphenomenal
role, has Keen questioned.

In this article, we discuss speech processeg in reading by critically considering
recent available evidence and by proposing a general model of speech proceSies
in reading. We emphasize' skilled reading but we also consider less skirted
reading and how individual differences in reading skill might be accounted for
Support for tae model will be indirect and partly argumentative rather than

. empirical. In that sense, although we will summarize some recent relevant evi-
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deuce; the discussion will be more in the spit* of an empirically testable proposal
than'a directly tested model. First, however, we consider the dominant perspec-
tive on speech processes in etWing,that of speech recodiftg.

'

I. THE SPEECH REd015ING PERSPECTIVE

There are three general components of skilled reading_ involving speech pro-
cessing assumptions. Since reading, whatever else_ is involved,,_ begins -with
visual input, the visual processes are an essential startingpoint in_a descriptiob
the information processes of reading. Beyond an initial_ visual input stage, the

descriptionsmust,take into account Contact with a word form in_per-
; manent_ ifiettiory (lexicaLa ccesq, computation of meanings (comprehension),

and, at least on occasion, memory for worth-,-clauses, or sentences (memory). A .

model of speech processes in reading can suggest an obligato?y,' o 1 or
nonexistent role of speech processes_at any of these points. However, a process
ing description of reading may need further assumptions concerning the nature of
the speech processes if their function is to be clearly understood. Indeed, there
has been considerable effort directed at the reading part of the speeph-reading
interaction but very little directed at the speech part: Thus; whetherlekialaccess
acid comprehension occur without siieech activity has been the Subject'of much
investigation, whereas the nature of the speech processes has not received atten-
tion:

A. Lexical Access

The process by whicifa word form is accessed is the essential minimal reading
process. The question of whether speech plays a role in such a process has been
often cast as a recoding issue. Is there an internal speech transform on the visual
input prior to word access? The recoding view of the lexical actiVation problem is _

,-...
illustrated in Fig. 1 ."

By a recoding view, the bottom path indicated in Fig. I is the to a word.
Recoding of a letter string into speech occurs and the speech form is used to
access a word location in memory. The top path allows the direct'access of the
word without recoding.

There have been a number of proposals conce the state of affairs degicted
--Fig. I . Perhaps the consensus view is that, as . 1 suggests, access to the

mem location of the word's possible either by the direct route or the indirect
route. For- example, Baroh (1973), Barron and Baron (1977), and Frederiksen
and Kroll (1976) emphasized this optional strategic process, and similar propos-
als have been made by others (Allport, 1-977; Davelaar; Coltheart; Besner; &
Jonasscri, 1978): This optional direct cress model also typically assumes that
young readers follow the recoding path and that skilled readers do'also when they
encounter an unfamilar word:

;
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Flgure I. .Thecogvelonal yiew ofidirect ack.ess'versus mediated access. A word's memory
locatiOn is _accesited either from the visuqlly encoded fetter stridg (direct access) or following a ..

ruroding.or the latter string into souna., S

.

.
.I_ .. . i

.. , e .
Inf9imatiOn processing modelsi of require more etaikban the simple

scheateshown in F1g. 1.-Massarb (1975)., foi, examp1h de4cribes,a model that
rniLallows direct access while filling n the gapbetWeen visual input and word access

with u synthesis of letter patte . from sensory information. Knowledge of or-
thOgraphic_ patterns assists this. rocess:,-. but phonological media ordinarilytiop ordinarily
does not Other information pro essin_g tnodels make sornewhatdifferent specific
clains abut the processes (see aBefgetk Samuels, 1974), but with few excep-
tions (e.g.: Gough, 1972), ph nological mediatioh. is not assumed.

Although Fig. I represents if ery simple -view of the lexical access problem,' it
T. has been useful- as a heuristi model and seems to capture the experimental

strategies detectable in much of the research. The bulk of this research adds up to 4t,--

the conclusion that, for skilled readers, contacting a word4orm in. memory
hhappens without ate earlier stage of phonetic recodin$: For example, Coltheart,

avelaar; JoihIssoti, and Besne(1977) and Davelaar el al. (1978) interpret the
results of their lexical decision experiments as supporting the direct access
hyOothesis: Their work is particularly important because results of lekical deci-
sion research have occasionally suggested that phonetic recoding does occur
prior to word contact (e.g., Rubenstein, LzWis, & Rubenstein, 1971)..

Whereas there is some variance in experimentafiresdlts; the set of reliable
results relevant for speech recoding is fairly small: A central . result is the
psettdohomokhone effect. A nonword that has the same phonetic shape as a real
word (e.g.; brune) takeg longer to reject than a nonho 1.. . (e.g., brone): As
Coltheart (1978) pointed out; the evidence for this eff t is co incing; although,,,
in a few experiments the effect did not reach statistica :'gn'. cance (e.g:; Fred-
eriksen & Kroll, 1976). this effect is evi4eike that there is some phonetic code
activated by a pseudoworcitlfatwhen it matches that of a real word; slows down
the time to decide that it is a nonword. This effect says nothing in particular abotit."
"lexical" access, however,becausekhere is no real word to access. What it does

,say is that pseudowords can be recodeliinto sound and that sound may or may not
match the sound of a stored word. Results for real words, however, do not
. 6..

1.
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suggest recoding. There is no corresponding homophonic effect for real words
(e.x., groan-grown) when careful frequency controls Are present (Coltheart et
al.. -I 977. That rs, the fact that groan has the same phonetic shape as some other
word does)not affect its lexical access time.

Accoriing to one interpretation of the model presented in Fig. il lexical access
may be- attempted simultaneously-along both-routes (Meyer & Ruddy, 1973).
The speed of the different routes, if indeed different routes exist, could tie gauged
by comparing lexical decision times for.words cAtaining _regular orthographic
phonemic correspondences with decision times for words: containing irregular
,correspondences (so-called "exception" words): Regular words could be ac-;
cessed by either the recoding or the direct access route so that access would be
accomplished via the faster of the two. Exception words could be accessed only
via the direct route, since the recoding route would fail because orthographic-
phonemic rules would be applied inappropriately to exception words. If regular
words were accessed more qUickly than exception words, all else being equal;
this would lend support to the notion that, multiple access routes do exist: Further-
more, such a finding would sug)jest that the recoding route is the faster of the two.:

Although sonar- studies reveal 'faster lexical -decision times for "regular"
words vovet "exception" words (Barron:, 1981; Glushko; 1981: Stanovich &
Bauer,:1978), other studies show no regular word advantage in lexical deciSicins
(Bauer & Stanovich, 1980; Coltheart, gesner, Jonasson; -& Davelaar; 1979):
GlushkoJ1981) proposed an alternative to the model of Fig: 1; which explains
these conflicting restflt*. He suggests that lexical access is visual and that the
activation of phonological information occurs after access as activation spreads
to orthographic "neighbors"; that k, words containing similar letter, patterns;
According to GhTshko's (19811' model; the regularity effect appears when the
activated phonolog01 information from the neighborhood of the regulai word is
homogeneous (e.g.; rati; matt.; tate) but disapRearlwhen the neighborhood is
heterogeneous; that is; when the regular word hAtit MtnQuit exception word as .
A neighbor (e.g., save; have). Bauer and Stanoviet41,9g0) report essentially this
result: The phonological effects; according to Glikko's (1981) model, occur
only after direct visual Access:::as the phonological:information of the activated
orthographic neighbors becomes available.

Taken together, lexical decision results suggest that recoding is not required
prior to lexical access. The difference Ketween homophonic effects for
pseudowords and the kck of such effects for real wotds, along with the lack of a
consistent regular- exception word difference, suggest an interpretation that holds
that direct access is the usual route to the lexicon, at -least for skilled
readers. The homophonic" effect for pseudow,rdS can be understood as the
activation of speech sounds &le to the exteffded search of the lexicon- prior
to the final decision that the string is not a word. That is, the phone shape

/breii/ is activated by brane and a check is then required to make.cert 11 that
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real word had not been encountered. It has nothing to do with lexical access,
hbwever.

There isi,nher evidenee, less consistent perhaps, concerning phonetic rt;eoding

versus direct access: Prominent atpong these findings are priming effects in
lex.ical tlecisiX$11 tasks. Especially interesting for separating visual and phonemic

similarity the negative .priming effects found for nonhomophonie_ spelling
patterns in lexical decision; for example, touch preceding couch slowS the coura-1;2;--
decision (Meyer; Schv.ineveldt & Ruddy, 1974). There is not a' 4onsistetit:.
corresponding-positive priming effect for homoph-onic pain-; groan and graWn...
however. Mivelaar et al. (1978) found no _homophianic priming, whereas Hil-.

r-linge (1980) did find such an effect, even when the prime was presented auditor-
ily: Hillingcr eould_not,bowever..repliciite the negative priming effect
"ouch ) but argued that evidence (Shulman, Hornak, & Sanders, 1978) suggests
-that the two effects m iv not result front same process: t . .

One final lexical decision study worth' describing.exploit4 a sitilatioR nht
present in the other studies. Lukatela. Popadic, Ognjenovie. and Turvey (1980)
took advzinuige of thc- fad that the Serbo-Croatian language is written in two
alphabets, Roman and Cyrillic, which require different pronunciations for
stityset of shared graphemes. For example. Roman p is /p/ WhereasCyrillic p is /r/.
Evintining _the le;tezil_deci.sion performance of subjects who were fltient readers
in both alphabets,Lukatela ct al. (1980) found that letter strings that had dif-
terent 'pronunciation % in the two alphabets, but were words in both. were u.
ccptcd more Slowly and produced more errors than words that could be read with
only .one pronunciation. Since tats result cannot be attributecteasily_to response
competition or to conflicting visual information, Lukatela et al. _(1980) attribute
it to conflicting phonological information and suggest that phonological informa-

tion- is involved at some point in lexical access for hi-alphabetic Serbo-Croatian

readers. This does not necessarily mean, however. that the graphemes were

recoded prior to access. -
Tasks other than lexical decision also have been used in examining the recod-

ing issue Studies requiring semantic judgments'demonstrate that subjects require

no longer to reject a phrase as nonsense whe-n it contains a homophone that would

render it sensible when pronounced; for example, My knew Gar .(8aron, 1973):

This .suggests, again; that the 'direct visual_ route is sufficient. Otherwise, the
judgment time would be slowed dOwn as the homophones are' inappropriately
accessed.' Another strategy, has been ,to demonstrate that some variables 'that

affect latency of word vocalization, a.taSk clearly requiring speech recoiling; do

not affect lexical decisions (Frederiksen & Kroll. 1916). Still another strategy
fias been to stow that word vocalization does not interfere with a visual semantic

decision (Barron & Baron. 1977):
The iiteratitre on this topic, as we are suggesting, is extensive. We do not wish

to examine all the studies in detail. however. Our purpose is to suggest that the

ii
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consensus of evideniN clearly indicates that recoding is not involved in a skilled
, adult's access to a word's memory location. We have discussed the lexical
decision task more than the others because,in principle, it has seemed to some to
approximate the ideal of pure" access. In fact, Coltheartiet at 1977) have
argued thatrall other tasks are unsuitable for the issue. Other tasks are suitable for "
other questionS Of speech processing, however, and we Will dtscuss these in turn.

In summary, we have briefly reviewed a few of the.ma y'relevant studies-of=
siugle word reading to demonstrate that the schematic mo el of Fig. l, for beiter
or for worse, has guided much of the thinking about wee procesSektn reading..

'The onsensus is that the direst rotit, and not itse4re- ding .route. is used in
siilledreading.

7

B. Memory and Compreftnakin

With or without speech recoding prior to lexical access; there remains the
question of whether subsequent reading processes ake_ use of speech: This
question has appeared to 'be .answered in the affirm tivein a general way-al-
though there remains doubt about the details: A wealth of evidence supports the
assumption that memory for visually encoded languag&jt resoctd into speech
form (Conrad; 1964; Hintzman;- 1967; Murray; 196$; Wickelgren; 1965); This
evidence originally, came from memory paradigms wing syllables or letters pre-
,
sented visually and observing phonemically based confusions in recall. In the
well-knoWn work of Conrad (1964); subjects tended to confuse F with Sand D
with T; for example; wIten they recalled 'visually presented letters. Subsequent
work suggest that recoding would be suppressedlif task demands encouraged
sustaining a oal code (Kroll; Parks, Parkinson,..Bieber, & Johnson, 1970).
Partly as a esult of memory research, however, dual-store memory models .

typically ?identified stort-term memory as a characteristically -- acoustic storage
system (AtkinSein & Shiffrin, 1968; Kintsch, 1970). Although this.turned out to
be a too rigid assumption, it remains accurate to characterize short-term memory
functioning as heavily relying on speech properties that are either -acoustic or
articulatory analogs, or perhaps kith.

More dit-e-etly related to fifdinary reading are the studies of Kleiman (1975) and
Levy (1975, 1977, 1978). Kleiman (1975) found that when subjects were re-

_

quire-did shadow digits, the time they took to judge the semantic acceptability of_
sentences iwereas-edi Since the time required to make semantic judgmentg that
could ,be made a' word at a time was not affected; the nclusion .was that
comprehension of sentences; but not meaning access; Wiended on' a speech
recoding in memory; A similar conclusion originally came from Levy's (1975)

research but this conclusion was heavily Modified by her later work (Levy;

1978); In Levy's task; subjects counted aloud-while reading and Vieri were given-
recognition memory tests-. Their ability to detect meaning-preserAng wording
changes suffered but their ability to detect meaning changes did,riot. (Levy;

4 9-
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1978). Levy's conclusiOn Was thou verbatim memory. bin not corAprehensit for'
mean:tyg, depended on speech recoding. SloWia-ciek iiiid Clitton,(1980) ave

-argue q. however. that Levy's task was too easy to allow the'conclusio that

comprehension was not affects by counting alOtid. In the paraphrase Deco ninon
test, subjects could 'discriminate a nonoccurring sentence from an occu ing one
by recognizing that the Seven=SererieeStoryhad not contained a word appearing -.
in the test Seritenere. They ietiliCated Levy's research with a more demanding
comprehenSiiiii task in which distractor items containecilagents and. actions con-
Wined iii the original story. Under these eondltions; comprehension suffeied
When counting was required; Together, experiments in this line of research can
he taken (0 suggest that counting Ville -reading for comprehension is interfering.
tO the extent that detailed word-specific comprehension is required. N:iag,ue

knowledge of whaf was read remains available. - o

Another line of evidence for speech processes in memory and comprehension
comes from electromyographic tEMG), studies. For example, HardYck and,Fret:
rinovich (`1970) found that whi!n subjects were required to minimize their covert

, strbvocal activity by monitoring a visual display of their laryngeal EMG, their
comprehension of difficult passages suffered. The EMG procedure wasalso used
by Locke and Fehr (197()), who found, increased labial EMG activity during the:,
written presentation and silent rehearsal of words containing labial consonants".
`While sulwocal processes may he related to comprehension. hdwever. suppres-
sion Of suhvocal 'activity may not be- sufficient td eliminate speech proctssss. in;
addition to the Levy," research described previOUS1, then: is Work reported by
Baddeley a d Lewis ( 1981 ) on sentence judgments. The relevant suppression

'result wa. that subjects could perform judgments of sentence meaningfulneSs
while co nting withOut significant losses in decision times: There were loss in

accurae; Miring suppression. however. The flier that decision times were na

fected/bY StipprdSSiiin implies that.suppression effects may be.restricied tc mem-
ory rziSkS and are absent in comprehen:-)n of sentences. -Thus when ,..ubj cts

. hityie only to process a sentence su ly to decide whether. it is mOnin tul.
suppression of stAtiyoef speech has no effect.qn -how quickly a decision is
"-cached. However: error probabilities are increa. because the subject some --

tinier needs a iempi)rary memory support to reach ecision and the suppression

'-. task has made' the articulatory loop (Baddetey & itch.; 1974) uitavallable,
t Mitre Surprisingly, Baddelcy and t.ewis (1981) pOrt that rhyme judgments of

psoudowords are,unaffected by suppression (frela e and phrelaim). Since non -
rhyming pairs 'were similar in spelling, tbis task was not likely to haVe been

performed by strictly visual means. Similarly, su ectS' gments of whether a

suppression. Of course; what is surprisinLaboii S ch ik. s'i that they appear
pseudoword was pronOunced like a real word' ( g . o! 'os ..Atas unaffected by

to;*:emonstrate that an ostensibly .phat{ert-ilih t k -414.1fe' perforreed at no loss
wile phonewic mechanisms are. occupied with .* ch rodUctiog. PurtherAore.
Kleiman (1975) bad .found that rhymini feels ere Slowgd down white
,
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subjects l*tformed digit shadoWing. Baddeley and Lewis (1981) suggest that
such results may be found only-when the vocalizing task demandscentral pro-...
cessing resources, in contrast-*a mete articulatory loop: Digit shadowing; but
not counting; they suggest; is; a likely user of such resources.

Taking this interpretation; there are three classes of conclusions: (1) Rhyming
is not a phonemic process; (2) counting aloud is not a:phonemic process; and (3)
rhyming and counting do t occupy the same phonemic processes., Since the last
is the only conclusion agrieable to common sense, we must aksume that rhyming
and counting are very different in their phonemic demands lir. that time shaiing
between the tasks is possible. In fact; Baddeley and Lewis (1981) suggest That
rhyming deCisions and ielat in silent reading of 'sentences (Rudeprocesses-
Jude chetved his crude stewe ood) involve acoustic images. These images are
not the speech processes that a e used in subvocalizing and that are stippreSSed by
counting. , ',

We return later to speculate on properties of this image. At thiS 'Vela, we
summarize the State of affairs concerning comprehension and memory. Sub -
vocalization appears to play an important role in memory for verbally encoded:
units, whether they are single letters or entire te4g..provided the subject's interi-,'
tions or the Materials make the memory demands nontrivial,. This role is alsci
significant in teadiv when comprehension demands are exaciing and the text .

requires some integration. of sentences: ASlowiaczek & Cliftchi, 1080). but not
When only vague gist is required (Levy: 1978) or when a single ntence has to
bC judged (Baddeley & Lewis, 1981). This generalization de 'ds on thejts7
Sumption that subvocalization is successfully suppressed. by cc u ting; butitt is
quite consistent with the_EMG research; particularly.the finding t t comprehen-
sion of difficult texts but not easy ones is facilitated by subvocaliz iOn..(l-fardkk

-
-ft Petrinovich, 1970).

II AN ALTERNATIVE P_ERSPEC_TIVEs_
REFERENCE SECURING AND AUTOMATIC
PHONOLOGICAL ACTIVATION

,

IA as our evaluation of the evidene suggests, comprehension and Ime..niery, if

not lexicai..access, make use of speech processes,-the-re remain some interesting
problems: What are those speech processes like? When do they 041 What
function do they serve? We conskler,now some arguments Fonpemi g the,latt
wo of these questions-.

A. Reference Securing

In principle, it is possible to have reading without speech processes: ertainly;
language understanding by machine 40rrionstrates this. For exampl speech'
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processes are not necessary for language_ processing by artificial systems for
sentence representation; for exlimple, ACT (Anderson. 1976), direction follow-
ing (Winograd, 1972), and story understanding (Schank & Abelson, 1977). ,

Furthermore, then: is as far as we know.. no such system that uses speech
reason'processes in any role pt all. The .is not juste that the problems of these

artifiei:d intelligence (Al) systems are defined at a'ecinceptual level instead of a
speech le'vet:-It is that problems of reference are handled by assuming that
processes have unlimited access to memory locations. The problem of what a text
is bilking about is handled in different ways that vary in their reliance on context.-
sYntax-. etc. but they tend to:share the strategy of leisurely, repeated access to a.

data NBC. As a rule. inkirmation in a data base in indexed through spellings.
Thus. there are invariant error-free access routes as well as no it restric-- ..

tains. ., . , .. , . .

This perspective is'informative because. it makes clear that we' ech processes
are not logically essential to comprehension :of visual language:.S1Vech may have
ontogcnetic priority to print but it has no logical priority.. .

_Consider.iostead a system that has some very acute limits to its resources -: It .

does not have the luxury a unlimited continuous referfal to irs 'data base nor cart .''
it entertain an unlimited number 01 hypotheses about what it is that it is trying to
read and understand. Both limitations exist in normal reading by humans (al -.
though certain time-consuming-code-breaking 4otivities might resemble machine
language _prOcessing). The key .problem, altkough if has to do ultimately with

,resource limitations, can be deseritfed as a reference-:securing problem. In order
to comprehend language,- words -or phrases must be connected with conceptual

.Objecis.to construct messages. Lexical access is 'necessary to accomplish this bin
it may not always he sufficienotThat is conceptual and semantic.information is
obtained 11-0m.lexical memory but securing its reference-requires troth access and
retention. , _ ..

To see the. problem, imagine a reader .who, while reading a passage on mid-.
;nineteenth century :American presidential history; the sentence
Fillmore appeared to have enough infitteni.eto forge a corn. protni.ce in the Se. ti-
4rre Lexical access; provides': 4e.semaritic inforination sufficient to construct
sentence meaning, for example,, an ordered list of proposition's. To take just -the
case of the first word, of the sentenee,.the informal on could be represented_ .as,a
list:of features: for ckample, 1 .Jiame; + U.S. President, + nineteenth cerwurI.
This is reasonable but impre

1
Ise as far as reference is concerned: It a115iiws

interpretation halt does not secure reference. That is;;Jhere is nothing to pr vent
subsequent access of Jackson, pierce, Harrison; or Tyler instead of Fillmd. (if
course; when asked to recall. what waslead,- a reader will often errors or..... .

show difficulty in retrieving a name. FUrtherrpore; where memory for gist rather ,.

than memory for words is typical,_ reference securing' is perhaps less of a prob-; ,
km.

,,
. .. ,.: ,

HoWever, we assume that the many occasions when a reader has a .:fairly
_ .
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complete record of What WAS read means that reference- securing codes are often
constructed.{For example. verbatim memory for read texts is high for the most
recent sentence (Goldman. Heigabbani. Bell. SE.Perfetti; 1980). There are at least

two wayS-ititS might be accomplished. One is to assume that more elaborate
46Mtittle encoding secures reference: In the Fillmore example; the reference-
seCutifig code could include the one who tvas president; 1850403 or the one

whose name is the same as a linguist: Such referencc-securing codes would
uniquely determine thename needed; provided that memory included the needed
data. This solution eliminates the need for holding on to a name code, It allows an
abstract semantically based reference code by which.,a name can be reaccessed
when necessary. A problem with this solution is that for words other than names,
eSpteially for words other than nouns; it becomes awkwardto_specify ahead of
time what semantic information Is suffiorent fopsecuring refelh-ce. This seems
true. for example; of the other words from the FillMore sentence;including
appeared. haw% enough; and influence. In fact; it is not until the.wOrd Senate is-
encountered at the end of the sentence that a reference seems to be established in
which these words; or their case assignments: may participate. Influence. fOrge

and compromise will turn out to be links between Fillmore and:Senale in an
understanding of this sentence. The point of this example is to suggest that even
after lexical access there is reason for at least some retention of name info
tion; or what we have called reference securing, and that although k aantic
specification will serve for some words, it will not serve for all words.

Problems of postlexical name access are greatly reduced provided phonemic
code's are availableeven if they are fragmentary. For the Fillmore example,
suppose the code was expanded to include [I- name, + U.S. President, +
nineteenth century, -T-/f=/1. JUSt having information about the initial phoneme
greatly increases the opportunity of reaccessing the name. In this case it uniquely
specifies it in cases in WhiCh the domaik'pf possible lexical entries is larger the
code would require more information, FOr example, if the next sentence in the
history text example were He was especially counting on support from Missouri;
the Missouri code should read at least 1+ name, + state, + 1mlz/;;./1 to assure
errorless reaccess rather than access to Michigan or Mississippi: We propose; in
general, that_SoMe phonemic information is part of the code held in memory at
leaSt briefly following lexical access.-It allows the reader to reaccess the word for
further semantic processing and, . perhaps more imP-orrantly. it provides a
reference - secured code to be Connected to words not yet encountered.

This type of phonemic reference securing most likely applies only to _content
words that undergo somewhat extensive semantic encoding. It is possible Mat:
auxiliary words and determiners (to; the) do not receive such phonemic process=
ing. Sincentheir function is more syntactic than semantic, there would be no need
to'secure a reference to a specific lexical entry. Function words serve pritriarily to
coordinate syntactically items that require such semantic proceSSing. There is
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evidence from eye-movement sidies.suggesting that syntactic function words
are not processed the same as content words. Nouns and-verbs tend to be fixated
more frequently Itnti tbr longer durations than function words,,tRayner, 1977;
Zargar-_-Yazdi. 1973+. lh addition, Bradley i 1978y found that .1exical decision .

nines for function_words were unaffected by frequency, unlike decision times for
content words. She suggested that function words' are recognized by a
mechanism that is independent of that used for Content words. Function words;
then, do not behave like content words as gat'. ged by two basic measures of
reading, eye fixations, and lexical decision times. We might expect, therefore.

,that function and content words also differ in other processing they receive;
specifically reference securing and: phonemic _activation.

According to the argument we have developed; lexical access can occur- with-
out prior translation of graphemes into speech. The need for securing referery
/iring comprehension makes-it important; however; for the reader to have access
to word names; at least for some_ time following their initial lexical look-up. The
evidence from Memory and comprehension experiments is; in part. consistent
with this assumption: The final step in the argument is again a logical one. If
name codes are useful and if phonemic information allows their recovery, then a
system that obtains such informationat lexicifaccess is more efficient.than one
that does not-;:of course. a continuously available text that allows regressive
fixations to reaccess words also serves this function. However, it does so ineffi --
cientlycbmpared with a process that makes_phonemic_information available with4
initial word access. We suggest that reading normally involves the automatic
activation of speech-based codes during lexical access.

.

B; Sketch of a Model of Automatic
Speech Activation

.
We present here the form of a model in which speefh codes are made available

to the reading process. The main assumption is that Coatraiy to the simple view
of direct -access versus mediated access of Fig. I , phonemic translation always
takes place. It just happens to take place sometimes after; and other times before.
tither information that istfitored with a lexical entry is activated.

Figure 2-illustrates the important features ofs-this model as a temporal and
_

rt_

structural display ofwhltois available to the processing system; The horizontal -

time line displays evqnts over a brief time frame; lesslhan I second for a skilled
reader and a mOderately difficult text,'The model does not show separate process-
ing stages corresponding to./for example, visual stores, short-term memory, and
long-term memory Instead; it;assumes a continually active word processor that
begins with the activation of a.single word and continues with the activation of
subsequent words. ,

ThesketclKs read rightWard and downward from the starting point at the

-14
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Agin° 2. Scheinatic view of an automatic speech activation model. Visual perception of letters
activate!: both words iind phonemes consistent with the current SIMS of letter identification. Follow-
ing Rumelhart and McClella d (1981), there is feedback (e.g., Word-to-letter and word-to-phoneme)
as-well as feed forward in thi process. Automatic phonemic activation_occurs during this process and
as a result of a word identifi ation decision being made (center licix). Thus, a woos) can be identified
before phonemic activation has achieved a high level. but not without some activation occurring.
Continuous processing of t word (center liax) and reprocessing it as part of a Word string (bottom
right box) maintain phonem c activation. The processes are continuous (the boxes are not stages) and
semantic analysis does not watt speech information.

left corner. Visual -ormation Initiates processing by activating elements of a
lexical memory. The first enclosed bbx indicates mutual activation-of words,
phonemes, and letters. Rumelhart and McClelland (L981) provide compelling
reasons to assume that this part of the process is interactive. Recognition of
letters activates word candidates consistent with them; including those not yet
hilly "recognized" at the letter level. Thus, a word identification decision is
interactive in that activation flows continuously both from the letter level to the
word level and vice versa: Also available to the identification process is informa-
tion already obtained from the text. Thus comprehension outcomes are fed for-
ward to lexical look-up; further strengthening activation-of some words at the
expense of others. Some interactive processes of this sort are assumed by
Morton's (1969) logogen model and have been assumed specifically in dis-
cussions of reading processes by Perfetti and Roth (1981), Stanovich and West
(1981); and others. _

The key assumption, however; is reflected in the connection between the
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. i
phoneme level and the Word level and between the phoneme level and the letter
level: If the identification process is slow, perhaps because the reader is not
highly skilled or because the word is unfamiliar; the phoneme level is activtited
by the letter level before the word- decision is made: This means that some
phonemes; not necessarily all; are activated-and the activated memory code-for
the word will include those activated phonemes.4 the word decision is reached
fairly rapidly with feed forward from letters; then phoneme activation will follow
word identification. But "follow" in this context may be nothing more than the
few milliseconds during. which the eye is moving forward to its next fixation. The

--critical assumption is that some- phonemic information stored With the word has
been activated by the'iime the next word ibeing processed.-,

This state ofliffairs is represented by theltext downward and rightward frame
-_ of Fig. 2: The activated word includes phonemic as well as semantic features.

The word activation loop represents the potential for continuous reprocessing of a
word as an 'auditory 4mage, not necessarily as a covert articulation (Baddeley &
Lewis, 1981). .

.

The next frame illustrates the activated lexical contents following two more
word identifications. Allwords are activated simultaneously and are indexed by
phonemic information. We ass-time that there are deactivation functions for the
phonemic activation and the activation loop helps retard this deactivation_LThis is
a function served by phonemic coding: An activated phonemic code reaces the
need to reaccess the permanent memory location of the word: It is kept in ,a state
of activation as I ng as it i or until processing requirements' (e.g., a
difficult long sente ce) bri g about s deactivation: Regressive eye movements
may then be regal .

it should be stressed that such a model does not postponesemantic analysis:
This is not a mere verbal rehearsal loop: It is,-, rather; a continuously updated
verbalprocessOr that immediately tries to build semantic representations. How-
ever, the verbal processing includes activation of phonemic- features as well as

-,_

semantic ones. The phonemic features, together with the semantic ones, aid in
securing reference. . ...,_

At this point, this model constitutes a reasonable proposal for elements of an
automatic speech activation model. There is little in the way of direct evidence
for it, however, because experiments tkat demonstrate such activation, explicitly
within the framework of this model have not been' conducted. There are, how-
ever,ever, several studies suggesting the existence of such automatic activation.

Using a backward visual masking technique, Naish_ (1980) presented siniVe7,_
-word_targets for k msec, folloWed by a 20 -msec initial Mask, either a word or a
pseudoword, and finally a random feature mask. The key manipulation was the
relationship between the word target and-the Word or pseudoword mask. When
Naish usedrargetsand masks that were so similar so as to be almost identical,
either Visually or phonologically, he found that the masking effect was_1reduced.

1
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He argued that masking disrupts id ntification of the target by overwriting the
outputs of the feature detectors._ Wh n the information in the mask is congruent
with that in the target, either visual or phonologically, overwriting does not
dist-41)011e target information. By ma mutating phonological similarity indepen-
dently of visual similarity (using non ord masks); Naish showed that phonologi-
cal information was activated and rata king was reduced even with target preSen-
tations as brief as li msec. (It should be noted that since the mask in uestion
visually or phonologically similar as itself masked by a random f ature pat-
tern after 20 msec, subjects were n t relying on guesses .about t Fet-mask
relationships.)

Similar results suggesting automat c activation of phonological information
were found in a very different paradi m. Using rapid serial visual presentation
(RSVP) of sentences at a rate of 12 w s per second, Petrick and Potter (1979)
tested subjects' ability to.determine hether a probe word had occu ed in the .

presented sentence. Subjects made m t errors when presented with p dbes that
had not been in the sentence but wer semantically similar to word that had
been. Phonologically similar probes i duced-significantly more error than did
unrelated probes, however. Probes wer presented either 80 or 240 mse after the
final word, but this delay had -no of ect on either phonological Or semantic
distractors. The phonological effect ems 'to tie genuine, since in t e RSVP
method, each word visually masks the previous one. Petrick and Pott r (1979)
controlled visual similarity as much a. possible by printing sentences in lower
case and probes in upper case. They a so presented visually simiiar p abes and

found that phort logical distractors, b t not visual ones, were rejecte I signifi
cand iy more slowly than controls. Thus similar phonological shape had an nter-
fering effect independent of similar vi ual shape. These findings su est that
phonological intormation is rapidly act vated and remains activated fo at least
I second or so. We take these findings as evidence for automatic acti ation of
phonological information. We further gest that studies; such as ose re-
viewed. that have merely manipulated subvocalization, are not sufficie t to test
this proposal.. ..

. . -
O. Suppression and Vocalkation Reconsidered

subject'
.

The studies that have requiritd subjec to count aloud or engage j other
vocalization while reading have impycitly assumed that reading-relevan speech
processes were being 'occupied by the vocalization task. This. may be a iStaken
Dassumption. There are two reasons for this doubt. (lite is the possibi ty that
vocalization cant* time-shared with. reading in such a way that speech p esses

activated by reading occur _desp to vocalizatiOn. With few exception,; such
studies have not measured the quality of subjects' vocjIizations to ens re that
trade-offs Ketwer reading and vocalizing were not occurring: On the oth hand;

4
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one might suppose that such simple routine activities as-(*minting would notshow
any pefformance decrement under any circumstances-, so that this is a spurious
methodl-Fileigical concern. It may well be if our second reservation-about oealiza-
tion is la valid one It is possible that vocalization does not Stippre speech
aetiVity duririg reading because subvoe-alization is not ythe critics speech
mechanism of reading. .

One interpretation of the speech mechanisM of reading,"is that it is but the
palest copy of a speech process under most circumstances. Under-more demand-
ing circumstances; it begins to u6e speech production prOcesses.claraeteristic of
vocalizing: We suggest that an activation continuum can represent this:state of
-affairs. At the lowest level of activation, abstract phonemes'are represented. The
-abstractness here is critical because means that vocalization is not implied (O'r
e..ven possible). Increasing activation brings motor commands to near threshold
level. This is the level at which EMG recordings reveal evii3ence.of specific
speech muscle activation. At the highest level of activation the: "speech motor

. commands are partly executed and a subvocal speech sound is prMuCed. Actual
vocalization is the highest level of activation; accompanied by explicit motor
commands for voicirlg. This activation Model is schematized in 3. Underly-

:
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Vthreshold model of speech activation. Speech analog activity (e.g vocalic images)
threshad levels whereas subvocal and vocal speech are above threshold.
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ing th is view of aetivatio are the assumptions that speech processes can k
modeled by neural models n principle and that covert processes share some of
the neural motor activation patterns required by speech. The abstraction of the
irhplicit naromotor:procesS needs to k emphasized, however. since it is not
emongtrated by an activation mpdel directly. The reason that vocal suppression

may riot affect these TOW:level abstract codes is that the suppression is of the
.motbfic activity:, not thcneural speech activity. The speech code itself coold he

activequite active -and hence 'Available to._ the. reading processes. Indeed, one 'might
assume` that vocalilation increases the level of activation and is then useful to
reading, except when Central processing resources are used. SuPpreSkin

.intertere with subvocalization, not with phonemic activation.
There_ are' empincal reasons to'doubt that suppressiothaskS necessa y. lower

phOnemic activation iii Tadiiig. We have already reviewed the_studies of Bac;
deley and Lewisr(.19811 that found that the time to judge rnearlingfulnesg was not
affected b9 coon ing. Th fac that errors did increase with counting should taufe
pause with their nterpre atio that speech processes_are not involved in reading.

-Indeed, we -cans ggest at q rs increase because memory Scanning is aided by

It.
,)

subvocalization nd hin by counting; and that time is not affected becausei
. . the processes lea ng to omprehihsion do not depend on subvocalization but on

phonemic proces .s. e
i Another empi cal re son tO'doubt That vocalization suppresses the relevant'
s'kech p'roces'ses is its f ilureito affetcrrhyatingludgutents (Baddeley & Lewis,

a
1981y If rhyntin is no affected; then vocalization, at least counting; is not a,
r - , ,
honeinically rel vant to k in the. sense implied b' a phoneme activation model
f reading: -4 1

, ,
i -.1 I.

4i I

. Consonardsadd vowels in the Speech Code
.

Consonants andlvciwel ma)/ not:haye eciulvalent status in Me-phonemic code
used in reading. This by thesis is in. part h;sed ovheir .uneg_ual information
stains: In English.ithe un -ertainty,seduction earned by a particular consonant

',. much greater than tihat of: particular vowel. This is rive -with respect to syllables
and to muitisyllablt_Wor s. To consider again our reference-securing argument;
if ,the phonemic code fo a word is in any WayImpOsrished, it will be more
informative absent its vo els.tbanabsent its consonants;, fact is not unre-

oniettependent nature of consonants in speeeh per-
eel:mon..Consonants are at once the most informative and' least perceptible
speeCh segments. ( owe er, their lack of perceptibility is not serious because

' this is strictly a matter of the cont6ttualvavian.ceof the acoustic.signal;)
There is a second relat d reason to propose that:consonants play a special role

in reading. Besides being informative, they do not hAve acoustic duration. Vow-
els, of course. do have tiui-ation and if a premium is placed on rapid processing in

.19
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reading, then there could he en advantage-for a :consonant-biased code. The
activation of the code is automatic and, as processing rapidly proceeds, there
may he onlyn abbreviated' phonemic code. When iihe process slows dawn and
referenie is rediamined, more of the code may. be activated.

On the other hand, there is ample evidence that vowels are prominent in
short -term memory. Thlw short-term memory paradigms that provided evidence\
for phonemic confusions were basted- on vowel similarity (e.g., Conrad, 1964; 1
1965; Wickelgren. 1965): Even in hinese. Tung. Hung. and Wang (I 77)
report tifat when subjects have to re mher either a sentence Or .a wordlist; ;

confusions were greater for vowel.similarily than for consonant similarity; Such
differences could represent the distribution Or segments over an aconstic event:
Vowels have duration; consonants do pot: Two syllables sharing contonants but
differing in vowels have a more perceptible distinctive cue than two syllables.
sharing their vowels but differing in their consonants. This is especially likely in -,

memory tasks and in comprehension tasks with comparably high demands. in
prOfessing. These would include sentence judgdents op. ords that repeat'_a
vowel, as in Red liecided Ned fed in bed (Baddeley & Hit , 1974) or Rude Jude ,

chewed his crude stewed food (Baddeley &- Lewis. 1981).
The.question we have raised in this section is the nature of the speech. CO&

used in reading. Actually, very little attention has been paid to this question, with
experiinents reflecting more specific than the assumption that

vowel sounds or, more tyPically, entire phonemic word shapes are involved. The
latter assumption is reflected in the work on lexical decisions previously dis-cussed
that employs homophonic manipulations (e.g., Coltheart et al:, 1977): The
vowel assumption is reflected in the work of Baddeley and Hitch (1974) and
Baddeley and Lewis (1981). Other research has focused on suppression of vo-
calization at the expense of-any assumptions.at all concerning the nature of the
sperch code.

A useful description of the code is a-matter for further research: For nqw; we at
least assuhie that the phonological segr*it(s. activated during silent reading arc
not a simple replica of the acoustic shape of the spoken word. The code may .
include"consonants. especially initial ones, Priority to initial segments is made

-..
plausible by their value:as name code indexes. It is also:possible that features at
the articulatory level are activated. It is consistent with the decomposIle charac-.
terof phonemes to assume that such features as place of articulation are part of
the phonemic code. ,

In summary, we have suggested-that consonants may be part of the .phonemic
code activated during reading. This suggestion has a plausible rationale based on
the distribution of information and the speed of processing, both of which favor
consonants over vowels. A prominent role for vowels is required by memory
evidence, however. Although it is not completely clear .how to reconcile these, . ____

two points, it is possible that activation spreads from consonants to vowels; as.the
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degree of activation increases b-Ccause of task demands. vowels take an
increasing prominence.

E; Experiments on Tongue-Twisters

Although' direct evidence for most of these suggestions is not available; we
summarize here the results of some relevant. experiments.

TheSe ekperiMents were designed; on the assumption that reading activates
initial consonants words That is we assume the minimal degree of activation
includes some information about its first segment because this provides an in-
formative name cokle indek:--As'the name is activated by the interactive letter
identification process shown in Fig- 2; its initial phoneme segment is also acti-

. voted. A second assumption is that the importance of the initial segment as a
-name code index makes it vulnerable to phonemic interference. Its distinctive-

ness as an index is threatened when ;other words to be read share its initial
phoneme. Finally; we assume that place of articulation features would lie
activated as part of the phonemic code. Phonemic interference might affect
not only .specific 'consonants but consonants that shared a place feature; for
example; /t/ and /d/, /p/ and /13/, or /g/ and /.1d.

. j_
Examples of sentences used in these experiments are shown iirrable I. There

,
were three type's -of of experimental sentencebilabials, alveolars,_ and velars
plus control sentences. Subjects in these experiments were required to decide
whether sentence} were meaningful. The experimental sentences repeated initial
consonants and the control sentences did not Sentences that were not meaningful
were syntactiCally well formed as much as possible so as to necessitate semantic_.._

analysis. Sentences were constructed in sets of four, one of each consonant type
plus a control sentence, with syntaCtic_ patterns remaining as constant:as possible
across sets. Furthermore, each control sentence was a semantic match to one of
the experimental sentences (see Table I). Thus, the only systematic difference '
between experimental and control sentences was the repetition of the ,initial,
consonant. _

'In addition; there were vocalizatiorS:tasks designed_ to involve specific

phonemes corresponding to the consonants' repeated in the experimental sen-
tences: Thus; bilabial subjects vocalized repeatedly a phrase containing the

. voiceless bilabial, Pack a pair of purple pampers. Alveolar subjects vocalized aiphrase containing the voice ss alveolar, Take a taste of tender turtle: Velar
subjects vocalized the voi less velar phrase,_ Catch the crumbs of cocoa
cookies: All subjects read all types of sentences: bilabials, alveolars, velars; and
controls All subjects read half the sentences while vocalizing one of the three
consonant phrases described previously and half the sentences while vocalizing a
control phrase having mainly vowels, 1 owe you an 1.0 .U. In the context of other
research using vocalization, a,"control" suppression phrase may seem odd. We

21
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Table I. }'samples of 'Tongue -i wester Sentences"

255 ,

Consonant'.
tvpe Example .

The press puhitshed the poem and promised to pay .for perm's. ton
Alveolar live detective discovered the JIM:Ft?' and decided to die /or details
.Velar The gtrlgreeted the guests anttgromed to calnithety cares
Neutral_ the inveArieator knew the' hazard and chose at search fiir answers

No Bilabial 77;`e puppieV puzzled the peninsula and proe,essed to please for paper

Bilabial" The hronze bars ,were brought in bags to the bank
Alveolar Hit tall mfr.% were taken as truth by the ruins

:The''1:11.1 ellnA were rimmed 0.5 the eallAC qf the crashVelar
Neutral Ws gtaggerated stories were belieyed hr list sons

; Velar The ground cloths were concentrated as the' earl or the code

" From McCutchen ( 19S I

have suggested that vocalization itself may not.Ke relevant, however-, for speech
processes during reading,.excem insofar as it occupies speech codes at the level
that they are used in reading: Furthemiore_we. imagined that consonants specifi-
cally were activated so that for each'subject group the difference betWeen the
effect or the two vocalization phraws on particular sentences would be the
critical comparison. In short, the difference between bilabial vocalization and
vowel vocalization is arrintnnsic Vocalization factoivexcept as it interacts with
performance on bilablaf Sentences. A similar. logic applies to alveolar and velar
sentences and the alveolar and velar vocalization.

The results of these experiments have been completely consistent with respect
to the effeot of consonankrepetition in the visual display, which, to use a mixed
metaphor, we refer to as the 'visual tongue-twister effect."- Sentences that
repeat initial consonants tak..e longer than control sentences that are matched for
semantic and syntactic forni_ln one experiment (Perfetti & McCutchen. 1979).
the 'magnitude of the effect was about 320 msec for/Sentences of five content
words and.about 120 msec for sentences of three content words; In a later study;
McCutchen (1981 ) found a visual tongue- twister effect of about 350 msec for
sentences of five content words: Since the effect isiobserved with shorter as wall
as longer sentences, it is not an effect that depen4 on difficult memory demands.
The effect was significantly larger for longer sentences, however, indicating that,
at least; increased processing demands increased the interference effect caused
by consonant repetition.

Although these effects are ostensibly_phnnemic effects in reading, there are
two alternative hypotheses to consider. One is that, despite our attempts to con-,
struct semantically comparable sentences.,tie control sentences turned out to be
more easily processed for some semantason. Although it is difficult to rule

i"
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,
out all forms of a semantic. hypothesis,one based on sensibility can be ruled out.
An independ t group of subjects rated the meaningfulness of the sentences of
Petfetti and IVr Cutchen (1974). ren these ratings Were used kis a covariate in

.4. an it analysis, the pattern of results remained thresarne as originally.
A . -cond hypothesis is that the effect is visual since in most cases repeated

phone es were also repeated letterS. There is Mdence against this hypothesis
however. Some of the sentences used mixed consonant .repetitior within t1i4
place of articulation category. That is some sentences used wrinx of the letter1 band
p and:some used a mix ord and r instead of only one consonant. In McCutchen's.
(1981) experiment this included mixes of three velar's, g, c, and k.- The pattern of
results Was the same for the mixed consonant sealenqesas for unmixed consonant
sentences. Thus, there is:no reason to accept either the semantic or the visual
hypothesis at this point. The visual tongue- twister effect seems to be phoperniL

The phonemic source of the tongue-twister effect may ocdtir as part of.refer-,'
ence securing during comprehension of a phra: A likely place for extra process-
ing time is in the activation of several words from the tentqce (lowermost box of
Fig. 2), although more processing may also occur at the iltitial activation of a
word beyond the first one (middle box of Fig: 2): Becauie the' task requires .

precireference securing for each word; anything that rakes reference securing .,
more difficult slows n reading times: The interference caused by phonemeslows-

has th ect insofar as it requires more processing.; for example, .
recycling through th word activation loop to hold word identities 109g enough to
assess the meaningfulness of the sentence.

The results concerning vocalization have also been consistent, with one excep-
tion: The general result has been that vocalizing task, and: sentence type do not
interact. That isjt does not take longer° to read a bilabiar lentence when voc zz-
ing a bilabial phrase compared with Vocalizing an alveolar or a velar phrase. The
exception was in the original alvelilar vocalization group of Perfet4 and
McCutchen (1979). The alveolar group performed more poorly while reading -
alveolar sentences compared with bilabials and controls, but this was detectable
only with a dual task rn asure. This measure takes into account both subjects'j
reading times and their fluency in vocalization.. It is an important methodological
point that vocalization and reading be treated as a dual task problem. The possi, ,

bility that subjects can tirade-off, to some extent, high performance on reading
with low performance on vocalizing should be taken seriously; (It is not suffi-

,Ncient to loosely monitor vOcalization performance.) That is what happened to this
,.

original alveolar group. However, this effect was not found for the bilabial group
. nor was it replicated by the McCutchen (1981) experiment. Thus; in only.one out

of five opportunities has a specific -interaction been observed and then only in
dual task performance and not in reading' timesA

The conclusion most supportable at this poilRis that the are twq: separate
factors: (I) a phremic factor reflected in the visual tongue twister effeet,'and (2)

r3
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a-processing difficulty factor reflected in the: supprepion,_effect.. The effect of .
vocalization on-readingtimeg was larger for the consonant phrases than for the
1.Q.I.J phrase (WCutchen. 1981): However; subjects who vocalized the vowels
a.. e. 1. o. u. in a manner that prevented use of letter names ( /a/. A/,;/al!, io/., /u/) _,,,,-

priiduced slower reading tinter (Uri the consonant suppression groups (Perfetti /,

McCutchen: 1979): .This is consistent with the suggestion that vocalizing will
affect reading times to the extent" that it niakes cenval processing. &man& that
compete with reading: On a scale of processing dethands, we might suppose that
coon ing is. at one end and (perhaps), digit shadowing at the other end; among .

Inns that have been mod to "suppress :' vocakzation: Simple repetition tasks
such as "doubt (Barron z= double (Bain .Baron; 1977) would be on the low end of
the scale and ct sks Would. be toward the high end; ordered/ owe you an /QV; ; ..

piwk a pair ,f purple pampers: and /a/. hi; Jail; /o/. /u/: Presumably output
demands of ?ur. talks are high but the lack .o input monitoring significantly
reduces processing. -....._

It may be that: vocalization has some spee -specific properties that have not
yet been discovered. Perhaps specific pho erne' i terference can. be produced.
For now havever, there are no groin for su li a 'conclusion: Concurrent, :
vocalization does not affect reading, ti e in any specific way asidefrom its
general effecton processing: AlthougN me haVe taken this to mean that reading

.occurs' wittiOt speeCh processes, i can equally well be taken to-mean that 1'',..
-vocalization 'does not interfere _wit the _speech.. processes used in 'reading: We.
rake, several resultivtii.suPport th secOnd interpret ion. including the failure. to
find interference with rhyrning- ectsions-(Baddele & Lewis, 11)81), one of tW
most ph-orient processes intaginable, and: the finding that it diits,nOtinteract
with the visual tongue-W-1er, effect. At flit same, time. the latter:comprises
positive evidence_ for. spe ch prncesses doling reading. The'thought that such
processes arc not nece tiry is possibly incorrect; in light of the reference -
securing argument, -an perhaps 'irrelevant. in light of the automatic activation
pgument. : . /

/
; Ill.. SPEEC VOCESSES-IN LOW LEVELS OF ..-

READI GSKILL
. , 1,-- ___

To this int, our discussion hag assumed a reader of,some 4611 and-fluency.
The auto '4tic activation of speech codes duRaglaital access is we suggest, a
hallmar of a practiced reader who bas achievedAlp level of skill. What of a
child o is learning to read? Of an older. child Who itii.a rskitl deficiency in
readi ' In what follows. we consider speed/ proceSpes in feadinaisobllity or,.
morns generally, amongchildren.iffOow reading skill. r

speech processes play an imPonant role in skilled reading. it is possible that
.

. , 2.4
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readittg disability is due in part to some failure of normal speech ISibeeSSing in

- reading. ,:flie,generalhasis fox such a link is that speech processes
Comprehension, and rtuiding without speech support would place comprehension
protesseS' at risk; ''fo the extent that speech processes assist efficient word ideri

..4ification-, there is an additional bask for this link. There are two possibilities
''4i6114stent with-ate geneial scheme of Fig: 2. One is that the lexical activation

,
proceSspoes not lepd automatically to phonemic activation. We refer to this as

'the ;"notTcti_vation hypothesis." A second possibility is that activation occurs but
subselant memory processes do not make use of the activation: The

mechanist-T.1- for thiO4isusewould be phonemic deactivation due to arapid deCay

=of the activatedpeech code and the inability (or strategy) to keep the code
activated in the.wttrd activation IciOp Fig. 2). Notice that under the simpler view'
of lexi6a1 access (Fig. I), at least part of this view of disability does not arise.

A. The ilonactitiation Hypothesis
If phoncfnic activation is au' tornatic, it is difficult to assume that it does not

happen: W noted that direct evidence for automatic activation is in short supply.

It follows:Thal:strong evidence for nonactivation for disabled readers is Ills° not
available. Th5dre is some clinical evidence that appears relevant for the issue,
however.. Pa4btS with "deep" or "phonemic dyslexia" (Marshall &
comber 1973:: Patterson & Marcel. 1977: Shallice ,& Warrington, 1975) ShoW

syndrome consistent with a phoneMicdeficit at the level Of lexical access. One

particularly telling symptom is that_such patients tend riot to read pronounceable

nonwordS duke), often not responding at all to such words, iii contrast to

;their SyStematic errors in reading' real words _(Patterson & Marcel, 1977). This
_implies, not an absence of phonemic activation of the word level, but, n inability

t6 iciihi a -pronunciation program based on letter-phoneme.activation. Sgifran
and Marin (1977)report a patient who `shows such. an to pronounce

ncinwordS bin whose reading performance suggests some albeit defective, auk
Vatipti. Oh a,task consisting of matching an auditorilY presented nonword to its

Wiitten:,-cOuntetpart. the patient's accuracy rose from 30% for bisyllabic non:
ikons to 79% for monosyllabic (e.g., iyid, idd, ved, vOd) to 100% when the
alternatives differed in initial phonemes (e.g., zator, valor, juror; 4ti7or): The

initial pho'nenne, Which we suggest receives increased activation, wiwithost avail-

able to the patient to match against the auditory image, even though she cannot
generally activate the program to artictilate non_words.

Such a prograM; of coutSe,. is much more than activation; dependiqg on the

° ability to synthesize phonemic segments into novel forms: An Important charaC-
teristie of these patients is that they typically show signs or,Broca's aphasia
(Patterson & Mareel, 1977): Thus speech production is intrinsically disabled,

quite aside from printed word recognition. A secondoymptov of such patients,

- also of interest. is that they often misread real words as semantically related
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words rather than visually and phonemically related words'. For example: Patter-
son and Marcel (1977) describe a patient whose semantically based errors (e.g.;
minus for negative) account for the majority of isolated ward reading-errors.

- Thus:acAvation along a semantic network occurs in the absence of. or prior to.
,appropriatephonemic activation of the target word. This fact of general speech
production dysfunction' makes the nonactiVation hypothesis somewhat super-
fluous, however. It is not that deep dyslexics simply fail to have Phonemes
activated by visually encoded words; at least some of.them fail generally to
active and/or.control appropnate speech components/

In any case, evidence from nonclinical populations is needed to support_ a
general nonactivation hypothesis. The most releypifi evidence comes from R.
Barron. (1978, 1981) who has argued that low ability readers may be- deficient in
the use of"a phonographic strategy. kis not 'cleat' in what sense this is a strategy.
but phonographic" refers to the transformation of graphic information into A

phonemic information (see also Glushko. 1981). By our account: strategic con.-
trol over, activation is limiteds'and Barron's (1981)acColint of the
possibilities.for Phonogr4hic strategies.S'eems consistent with this.,

The evidence is suggestive but nott'compelling. In one Fxperime Burgin.
.0978) found that less skilled young readers did not-take lohger reject
pseudohomophones (e.g.. brane) lexical decision task: This contrasts both,
with adult readers (Coltheart.1978) and with skilled readers .(Barron,
Because the less skilled readers did OS make more errors to pseudbhomaptibfie
however. this experiment does not provide strong-evidence-against phonOgraphie
processes of less skilled readers. A similar conclusion applies to the difference
between exception and regular words. Less skilled readerg in another of Barron's,
(1980) experiments did, not show the speed advantage of regular words in lexical
decisions shown by skilled/readers; but they did show an accuracy advantage.

In a later experiment. Barron (198 (*found that less skilled readers showed a
speed advantage for regular words Comparable to that of skilled readers when the
nonwords were illegal /letter. strings. Overall. Barron's experiments. do not
suggest striking consistent differences in word access processes of less skilled

. readers. Certainly they/are slower and more errorful in making lexical decisions.
but they do not seem kb be unable to have phonemic cddes activated by print. It is
perhaps important td note, that even with a completely consistent pattern of
results. !meal decision data of this type do not compel a-conclusion concerning
activation of the soft offabstract phonemic code that we suggest without some
procedure that allows. the experimenter to observe specific activation effects.

A similar probyrii exists in other studieVthat indirectly imply that less able
readers may nor be as effective in phonemic code activation. For example. in
word vocalizatfoh. differences between latencies of skilled and less skilled
readers are greater for pseudowords than real words and less forhigh-frequency
words than low-frrequency words (Perfetti & Hogaboam. 1975): This is consis-

,
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.

tent with the hypothesis that some speech process is. slower totrigger: However
the activation itself may .occur automatically while .the speech production pro-
gram may Ke less accessibljthis could mean elpr that the connection between
a WOW'S identity and its speech production program is "weaker" or that the
program itself must be assm-bled: The latter possibility exists especially for."..
pseudowords. and nonwords.'

There is e:vidence_ from Perfetti; Fi er; and Hogaboam (1978) that vocaliza-
tion latency of less skilled readers i ses with number of syllables for printed
words more {hart for naming,. us, ,the relevant speechprogram diffi-
culty is not only at the level of production but at the level ohleCoditig. That is,
less skilled readers can be thought of as having access,t
routines stored with concepts. When theToncepts are accessed through linguistic
'hearts; however; there is some effect of word length. It is nOt:::,clesr Whether

ictly a coding effect or a coding assembly'effect restricted_ to linguistic'
inputs. In neither case; however; does it imply a failure for less skilled readerS,td

.activate a speech code. from a print input.
At most such studies are consistent with a form of the nonactivation

hypothesis' that attributes slower phonemic activation to readers of low skill,
Alternatively, activation may be nonautomatic for less skilled reader. In either
case, by the nonactivation hypothesis, the representation of the':,#ord brought
forward for further processing might not inclticle_the speech; cddethat we have
assumed is important fOr reference securing and thus, comprehension ; :Although

.

_we suggest that available evidence does not strong )y iupport.thishypotnesis, it ig
'notclear What_ such evidence would, imply if it :were'ayailihie: In particulai; if
lekieaf access happened not touincltide automatic phonemic activation,. would it
include semantic information'? It certainly is possible that alexical activation that
does not include phonemic information ,does not include semantic information
either: Indeed, lesS skilled readers sometimes take longer to reach simple seman-.
tie decisions even when nonsemantic coding time is accounted for (see:Perfetti &
Leskold, 1979).

This entails a parsimOniOus assumption of lexical failures in reading disability;
namely, that for some disabled readers the access of a lexical location by visual
information is'often incomplete. The associated phonentic and semantic_ features
are activated less completely or more slowly and sometime~ not at all. WheteaS
the skilled reader bring's forward to subsequent.firocesses an enriched cbde in=
clacking letters; phonemes; and meaning features, the disabled readei- brings
forward only an. impoverished lexical code. Depending on the task, the word may

' By Gluthko's neighborhood model, naming words_ is always a 'matter of activating stored
pronunciations of a target word and its neighbors. For nonwords, activation of real WAS it
inviilved. However; this is not a relevant distinction for the question of speech production

programs. Such programs must be either stored and accessed or synth-eSized in order to produce
7:pc< words or syllables.

7
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behave as if its phonetic features or its semantic features are not activated. Note
that this is not an explanation of reading failure but a nearly -definitional descrip-
tion of the dysleiic aspect of it Of course; it is also possible for the dyslexic
process to be one that brings forward semantic information but clot phonemic

. information: This seems to_ be the. spirit of.the phonogriphic _hypothesis .and,
perhaps; the memory hypothesis (discussed in the following): This would be an
approximate analog to the deep dyslexia patient whose paralexic errors often
show semantic activation without appropriate phonemic activation. However; it
may be an unnecesarily exotic characterization of the sort of reading disability
that occurs in the absence of profound neurologically based speech problems.

B. The Deactivation Hyixotheala
.

If it is assumed that some phonemic activation, even if less automatically or
inore slowly., occurs-Even for less able readers, there remains a second major
possibility for a spegch-telated reading deficit. The -deactivation hypothesis" is
That access of a word'S memory locaticin initiates phonemic activation but that
subsequently the speech index rapidly decays leading to memory loss and com-
prehension difficulty .,-The problem lies not in the initial access process at the top
level of Fig. 2 buin ihe word and word-string holding Operations farther down in
the process. . .

What might cause deactivation of the speech code? One possibility is that
effort expended at lexical activation (decoding) interferes with the memory code.
By this view, lexical activation that demands attention competes with other

reprocesses for working mory sources. One possible result is deactivation of
read words. is, is essentially- the suggestion of Perfetti and Lesgold

(1977, 1979; see also sgold and Perfetti. 1978; Perfetti, 1977). By this ac7
count, decCiditig4initial_actittrion) and verbal memory problemilde_acfivation)
of the less skilled reader may be clostly related. That is memory deactiVation
could be partly a result of initially nonautomatic activation. gvidtnce f this
hypothesis has been largely indirect but ir is supported by 'substantial corm
tional evidence and credible prOcessing assumptions: (See Lesgold and Pirfe
1978; for a review of these matters)

Regardless of the mechanism; there is growing evidence that can be takento
support some form of the deactivation hypothesis. Perhaps the major evidence is
that less skilled readers appear not to show phonemic confusions in memory tasks
to the same extent as skilled readers do. Liberman; Shankweiler; Liberman;
Fowler, and Fiher (1917) reported thatIlow-skill second grade readers did,not

i show phoneinic confusioverrors in a written letter recall experiment. Skilled
-..__second graders and adults (Conrad, 1964) tend to make rhyming-based errors in
recalling letter names (e.g., h for d and c for z) rather than visually based errors.
In the study. by Liberman et al. (1977), phonemic interference was higher in

28
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skilled readerS' recall than in less skilled readers' recall for both 0- and I5-second

retention intervals. A later experiMenj using aurally presented letters showed that

the Skill difference in phonetic confusions extended tospeecWT(Shankweiler;
Lineman, Mark, Fowler, & Fischer, 1979). A similar result for speech stimuli

was reported by-Byrne gicl, Shea. (1979)_who compared skilled and lesti skilled

second-gtadd subjects in a continuous recognition memory paradigm. Distractors .

to target, StiMuli (e.g,., home) had either semantic (e.g., house) or phonemic
(e.g., i.o-nib) relatedness, Skilled readers made more false positives to rhyming
distractors and to semantic distractors relative to control words. By contrast,
low skill readers made false positive responses only to semantic distractors

hiteteStitigly. khen Byrne and Shea (1979) replicated this experment with pro=

nounceable pscudowords (e.g.; jonte); the same low-skill readers did Make
significant false positives to rhyme distractors ( vonie). Byrne and Shea argue that

these results support a qualitative strategy difference in encoding; namely, that

low-skill readers encode semantically rather than. phonemically. However, hey
are equally consistent with the deactivation hypothesis.

In another study, fictaint_Liberman, and ShatikWeilet (1980) repotted that a

phonemic memory difference was obtained when subjects listened to sentences.

When subjects' 'performance On immediate memory for spoken..satences was
measured, skilled second-graderS were superior to unskilled second- graders only

for sentences not containing' rhymes. For sentences containing rhyrnek
Tuesday `at three, LueY .1S free to see TY . with Dee and-Lee) skilled readers'
performance. fell off drainatiCally to a level equivalent to the low-skill readers.
Less skilled readers Were relatively unaffected by the rhyming condition'. These
results, we note, do not seem to depend on,word order nor on any floor effects.

is an unusual case in the literature of reading disability in that a group

of low -skill readers performed as well as skilled readers; that this.wayjtist in the

e;iqe of phon-einiCaLly_confusable words seemsto support a general -hypothesis

that .skilled readers use phonemic memory codes more than do leSS skilled
readerS. Furthermore, this difference in phonemic memory is PieSent whether

print or speech is processtd: It is possible that this is a matter of leSS skilled

readers using a semantic; nonphonemic. encoding strategy, as some have

suggested. The fact that many-beginning.readers of loW skill do not demonstrate

much knowledge about the phonemic structure of languagt (Liberman & Shank-
welter, 1979; Mann & Liberman; 1981; Perfetti, Beck; & Hughes, 1981), how7

ever, may suggest that the problem is not one of strategy but of knowledge and

efficient use of that knowledge;
We note that the evidence has been gatheirecitor young subjects only primarily

second-grade subjects. We raise the possibility that such children who have only

recently been exposed to reading instruction, and who -have not succeeded at

learning to read, may be especially chatattetited by a failure of phonemic mem-

ory : Whether thig failure applies td-oldet,Oi$abled readers remains to be'Seen.-
.,..

g9
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There remain at least two specific Versions of the deactivation by hesis
consistent with these results. One is that deactivation of the phonemic = ode is
more rapid for low-ability readers(spontaneoudeactivation). given that t I code
is activated initially. A mechanism for this deactivation has been su este.d
previously (Ferretti & Lesgvld, _1977) and others are possible. The mec anism
responsible- -would need to handle speech as well -as -prinu;decoding,,ho ever,
given the results' on aural input. A second version of the hypothesis I that
procedures to delay deactivation are not as efficiently_ used _by low bility
readers. That is, skilled readers refresh the co-de (by rehearsal or equi Went
reprocessing) but less skilled readers do not.

There is at least one study that appears to weigh at least slightly a ainst
this second version and in support of spontaneous deactivation: Mark, S ank
weiler; Liberman, and Fowler (1977) gave secondiraders a single -wore oral
reading task followed by an unannounced recognition Memory test. S illed
reatlers.sttpwecta higher false positive rate to distractors that were phonemi ally
related to initially read words (e.g.. know and go) compared with coqtro dis-
tractors. This effect was absent for low-skill readers. Once again, an expert en-
tal result suggested an absence of phonemic memory processes in low -kill
readers; this time in a situation that did not encourage rehearsal in that sub ets
did not expect the memory test::

We suggest that memory and memory control processes are difficult to di en-
tangle in general and especially so in young children: More evidence is ne e

concerning the nature of phonemic memory differences related to reading abi ty
The possibility remains that factors governing control of verbal memory cs s

beyond the spontaneous decay of phonemic information will yet be dem s n-
strated.

Finally, it is interesting that the Mark et al. (1977)_task results would seem to
count against the hypothesis of phonemic nonactivation. Although Mark et_ al;
suggest that access and use of-phonetic. informatiOn are a source. Of reading
failure, their low-ability readers read albud both the target words and the foils.
Their problem was not initial phonemic co-de activation but the ability to maintain
the code. Algiough most disabled_ readers, .certainly young ones; have difficulty
in readily actiyating_phone_mic codes, there is no strong evidence that they fail to
do so altogether: There is evidence that their initial activation is slow and
'nonautomatic and that the code, once activated, is vulnerable to memory deacti-
vation.,

C. Cciding and Memory Attivatkm Tradeoffs

There is the possibility; implied troughout our discussion; that less able
readers are slower at activating speech codes and leSs able to keep the code
active. If so; it is possible that processing trade-offs occur between encoding and

.7.
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memory as far as. the -wality of this clgde concerned: There is s ggestive.

evidence of this from a backward letter search experiment of Perfetti and Bell
(1980). The task requires the subject to decide wheth a six-letter string, a
nonword, did or did not contain a letter probe. Becaa. this is essentially a
memory search task; manipulations of- letter -string properties can be taken to
affeet the memory code established and examined to respond to the probe. In one
experiment-Perfetti and Bell (1980) found that strings that were well structured
orthographically_ and phonemically (e.g.; ..vonkie) produced feWer errors; than
strings low in, structure (e.g.; segred). The advantage of structure was absenirt
forward (visual). search in which the letter is presented firsi'and then the search
display: Thus: the advantage of structure appeamed fo be due to its effect on
establishing a Memory code: A wellIstruCtured string provides a. phonemically
based memory code with which to compare the probe letter. Interestingly, thee
effect of structure was greater for adults and skilled fourth-grade subjects thati for
lessskilled fourth-grade subjects. This seems to be another piece of evidence that
less skilled readers do not use phonemic Information in -memory as wellas skilled
readers do.

In a 'subsequent unpubliShed experiment, the roles of encoding . and: of
memory in the use of structure were examined. Less skilled readers were given
either 330 or 1500 msec to encode a six-letter nonword string: After the display
was terminated, a letter probe followed an interval of either :5 or 4 seconds. If a
useful code requires more_ time for a less skilled reader to establish; then the
longer encoding time of _1500 msec should facilitate performance generally and
lead to a facilitating effect of structure. On the other .hand; if establishing_ a
phonemic -code is less of a problem than retaining it; then the longer memory
Interval should be especially sensitive to structure and especially difficult for less

Skilled readers.
The results suggested a trade-off: Less skilled readers who had only 330 msec

to encode the letter string showe some a vantage orstrficture if the Meitiory
.probe followed quickly; When the retention interval was 4 seconds, performarice
dropped drainatically and there was no advantage of structure. Less

readers who had 1500 msec. to encode the;kipulus performed, as,well as skilled
readers who had only .330 msec, Their pattern of errors was diffe'rent,hoWever.,!:,

At the long retention interval only they showed, a large effect of'StriittUre.
Appaiently; they had ample time to form a phonemic repreSentatiOn and were
able to keep it active. For strings without structure, they could fieribtril no better
at the long interval than subjects with less encoding time The results
for less skilled readers can be summarized as follows: The effect of additional
encoding time was to increase the memorability of well - structured strings. Ac-

cordingly; y.cordin 1 the difference between skilled and less skilled readers in the; use of
structure is seen;wheita encoding time is short and delay is long.rim_ -

This kind of expeent demonstrates that speech encoding and memory can
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he treated as related processes. The.cone
deficits in phonemic memory, bdt that
minds are present, a trade-off can lk
quality phimemic code in memory, the more

25

Is not that unskilled rtiaders have
th encoding_ and memory de-

: thegreater the_demands for a'
e demands at encoding play a role.

IV; SUMMARY

In this article we have 'proposed a model of speech processes in reading
and'have critically reviewed research on the role of such processes in reading;
Much work has been guided by the question of whether speech recoding precedes
lexical access. Although that question seems generally answerable in the nega-
tive, we suggest that a richer understanding'of speech processes in reading must
include attention to postlexical processes. Our proposal is'that activation of some
phonemic information is automatic and concurrent with lexical activation. Al-
though there is little direct evidence for this at present ;:we argue that postlexical
demands of reference securing make it reasonable to hypothesize such a process.
We suggest that the phonemic code is not a mere replica of a speech production.
In connection with the general proposal, we also conclude that experiments
employing speech_ suppression paradigMs are inadequate to detect the speech
processes involVed. We suggest that there is a continuum of speech activation
and that suppression operates at a higher level than the relevant speech_processes.-
We do report _some recent research of our own that 'provides at least weak
evidence for phonemic processes involving consonants.

We also consider whether reading ability is related to the Use of speech pro-
cesses in reading. There is considerable evidence that it is. In terms of our
activation proposal, there is, little evidence that activation-0f speech codes fails to
occur for less skilled readers: Some evidence suggests. that activation is slower'or
"less autornatieLThere is more evidence for the "deactivation hypothesis;" that a_
speech code; even when activated; deactivatesm0re rapidly for -a less able
reader. It is possible, as we demonstrate; that encoding conditions and memory
demands may be related and that compensation between them can be arranged.
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